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This paper reports a new kind of tone polarity, where the phenomenon is seen in a
language with four level tones, Tenyidie (also known as Angami). I show that the
polarity is in the features of the tones, i.e. at a subtonal level. The data also provide
evidence that tones themselves can be broken down into smaller features.
Furthermore, I demonstrate that the polarity pattern observed in the language
is an epiphenomenon, a reflex of the Obligatory Contour Principle, not a phono-
logical process in its own right. I show this with the help of a new type of tonal
representation. Theoretical discussions of tone polarity have so far been almost
entirely restricted to African tone systems, and to languages with just two tones.
This paper brings into the discussion a Tibeto-Burman language with four tones.

1 Introduction

Tone polarity is the pattern where a tone-bearing unit (TBU) y has a tonal
value which is the opposite of that of an immediately adjacent TBU x;
TBU y is generally an affix. Mainstream theoretical discussions on tone
polarity have so far been almost exclusively based on African languages.1
The classic example is Mòoré (also known as Mossi), reported by
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additional help given.

1 African languages reported to show tone polarity are the following: Afro-Asiatic:
Hausa (Newman 1995), Margi (Hoffmann 1963, Pulleyblank 1983), Ngizim
(Schuh 1971); Niger-Congo: Dagbani (Olawsky 1996), Dagaare (Anttila &
Bodomo 2000), Kɔnni (Cahill 2004), Lama (Kenstowicz et al. 1988), Mòoré
(Kenstowicz et al. 1988), Bambara (also known as Bamana; Dwyer 1976, Creissels
& Grégoire 1993), Mono (Olson 2001), Gokana (Hyman 1985), Igbo (Welmers &
Welmers 1968), Yoruba (Akinlabi & Liberman 2000); Nilo-Saharan: Fur (also
known as Konjara; Lojenga 2002), Kanuri (Cyffer 1991, Trommer 2005);
Bangime (isolate; Hantgan 2009).
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Kenstowicz et al. (1988), where the tone on the number suffix is always the
opposite of that on the noun, as in (1). (Mòoré has two tones: high, indi-
cated in (1) by the diacritic /´/, and low, which is left unmarked.)

(1)
kor−gó
ro:−gó
wób−go
láN−go

singular
kor−dó
ro−tó
wób−do
lán−do

plural
‘sack’
‘house’
‘elephant’
‘hole’

Despite tone polarity being considered typically an African property, there
are other tone languages that display the phenomenon. Mundurukú
(Picanço 2002), spoken in Brazil, is probably the only one reported in
the Americas. Sylheti (Mahanta & Gope 2018), an Indo-European lan-
guage spoken in eastern India, has also been reported to display tone polar-
ity. Three Tibeto-Burman languages have recently been identified as
displaying the same phenomenon: Anál (Ozerov 2018), Myebon Sumtu
Chin (Watkins 2013) and Thadou (also known as Kuki-Thadou; Hyman
2007). The Qiangic languages Mianchi Qiang (Evans 2008) and
Zhuokeji Rgyalrong (also known as Jiarong; Lin 2012) have been
claimed to have tone polarity, but these display a tone change in the
same morpheme in word formation, rather than surface tone polarity,
and are not really an example of the same phenomenon.
Tone polarity has almost always been discussed with respect to two-way

tone systems. All the above languages, African and non-African, are
systems with only two tones, apart from three which have three tones:
Yoruba, Mono and Gokana. Of these, Yoruba has been argued to have
only two phonological tones, with the ‘third’ tone being the absence of
phonological tone (Akinlabi & Liberman 2000), while the tone polarity
patterns in both Mono and Gokana are rather restricted, and are seen in
only one morpheme in each language.
In this paper I show that tone polarity is seen in the Tibeto-Burman lan-

guage Tenyidie (/tēɲīdiē/;2 also known as Angami), which has a four-tone
system. The analysis of polarity in a four-tone language is not as straightfor-
ward as it is in a two-tone language, because the very notion of polarity
entails just two categories. I argue that, if the four tones of Tenyidie are
decomposed into two polar features, polarity can be shown to operate at a
subtonal level. The data provides evidence that tones can be broken down
into smaller features, supporting McPherson (2010), but arguing against
Hyman (2010) and Clements et al. (2010), who are sceptical of tone features.
There is a long-standing debate in phonology over whether polarity is a

process sui generis or just an epiphenomenon of other linguistic processes.
While scholars like Gregersen (1974) see polarity as a phonological operation
relying on powerful mechanisms like alpha rules, others, like de Lacy

2 In diphthongs such as /iē/, tone is marked on the second element, which is more
prominent.
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(2012), have argued that it is merely a secondary consequence of other
phonological operations, such as the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP).
In this paper, I show that the Tenyidie case is better analysed as an epiphe-
nomenon resulting from the operation of the OCP. Crucially, I will also
argue that Tenyidie provides new evidence for the use of subtonal autoseg-
mental representation, and show the derivation of the various tonal phenom-
ena simply falls into place using already available phonological tools.
In §2, I present the language and the data illustrating tonal natural

classes and the polarity pattern. §3 provides my analysis, with the help
of a novel autosegmental tonal representation based on two hierarchically
organised nodal tone tiers (register and melody), each associated to the
same subtonal feature set, H and L, which allows for the interaction
between tiers without disrupting their structural positions. I present my
analysis in the framework of standard parallel Optimality Theory (OT).
In §4, I discuss other possible approaches and tone representations for
the polarity data. In §5, I consider the case of Tenyidie as an addition to
the empirical and theoretical discussion. §6 provides more data on the
interaction of the tones in the language with respect to multiple suffixes,
showing that the observed polarity is independent of the stem–affix en-
vironment, against the general view on polarity.

2 The language and data

Tenyidie, also known by the exonym Angami (ISO: njm), is a Tibeto-
Burman language spoken by the Angami tribe in the district of Kohima
in the Indian state of Nagaland, which is part of the Himalayan range sep-
arating India from Myanmar. All the data is from the author’s fieldwork
from the last ten years, and are presented in Meyase (2014, 2016); the
polarity pattern is also presented there, but not mentioned explicitly.
The 2014 study includes data from two female Tenyidie speakers born
and raised in Kohima Town, who were then university students aged 25
and 29; the 2016 study includes data from the previous two speakers, as
well as acoustic data from six other Kohima-resident Tenyidie speakers,
aged between 20 and 25 at the time of recording. The author is a native
speaker of Tenyidie, also born and raised in Kohima Town, and their
native speaker intuitions also contributed to the data collection process.
Speakers of Tenyidie from Kohima over the age of 50 were also consulted
to check the data.
There are four lexically distinctive level tones in Tenyidie, as shown in (2).

d)2( ’
dá
d¿
dà

‘to chop’
‘to pack’
‘to blame’
‘to paste’

Extra High
High
Mid
Low

z·
zé
z¡
zè

‘to wrap’
‘to pierce’
‘to sell’
‘to sleep’

Grammarians of the language (e.g. Kuolie 2006) describe it as having five
tones, but only four tones are acoustically reported in phonetic studies
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(Dutta et al. 2012), just as in the related variety of Khonoma (Blankenship
et al. 1992). However, phonologically it has a fifth contour/cluster tone,
comprised of High followed by a floating Mid, where the complex tone
sounds like a High tone but behaves like a Mid tone (see Meyase 2014
for discussion and analysis). The fifth tone is not considered in this
study, since it behaves in the same way as the Mid tone with respect to
suffixes.
Moving on to the data under discussion in this paper, there are three

types of suffixes in Tenyidie, based on their tonal behaviour. I refer to
them as the ‘non-alternating suffixes’ (see (3) below), the ‘assimilating
suffixes’ (4) and the ‘quirky alternating suffixes’ (5).
Firstly, the set of non-alternating suffixes in (3) display no tonal

alternations at all, and suffixes with all the four lexical tones are found.
We see all the tones in the stem on the syllable ze /ze/, giving four
distinctive words, followed by the prospective suffix -zhie /ʒiȅ/, which
bears an Extra High tone, the perfective -shü /ʃə/, bearing a High tone,
the imperative -cie /ciē/, with a Mid tone, and the progressive -tha /tʰà/,
with a Low tone.

(3)
z·−Zi·
zé−Zi·
z¡−Zi·
zè−Zi·

Non−alternating suxes
‘to wrap-pros’
‘to pierce-pros’
‘to sell-pros’
‘to sleep-pros’

z·−S5
zé−S5
z¡−S5
zè−S5

a.

‘to wrap-pfv’
‘to pierce-pfv’
‘to sell-pfv’
‘to sleep-pfv’

b.

z·−ci¡
zé−ci¡
z¡−ci¡
zè−ci¡

‘to wrap-imp’
‘to pierce-imp’
‘to sell-imp’
‘to sleep-imp’

z·−tHà
zé−tHà
z¡−tHà
zè−tHà

‘to wrap-prog’
‘to pierce-prog’
‘to sell-prog’
‘to sleep-prog’

c.

d.

In (4) we have the same set of stems as in (3), but now followed by the
progressive suffix -zhü /ʒə/ and the perfective suffix -ta /ta/. Unlike the
set of non-alternating suffixes, the tone of these suffixes alternates
between Extra High and High. The suffixes shows partial adoption of
tonal height from the stem, hence the term ‘assimilating suffixes’. In the
first two forms in each subset, the tone of the suffix is an exact copy of
that of the stem. This is not the case in the other two forms, but even
in these two the tonally higher stem also has a higher tone on the suffix,
i.e. Mid on the stem triggers Extra High on the suffix, and Low
triggers High. I will show below that this is a case of assimilation at a
subtonal level.

(4)
z·−Zı
zé−Z5
z¡−Zı
zè−Z5

Assimilating suxes
‘to wrap-prog’
‘to pierce-prog’
‘to sell-prog’
‘to sleep-prog’

a. z·−t’
zé−tá
z¡−t’
zè−tá

‘to wrap-pfv’
‘to pierce-pfv’
‘to sell-pfv’
‘to sleep-pfv’

b.
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Other suffixes of this type are another perfective marker, -te, and another
progressive marker, -ba.
The set of ‘quirky alternating suffixes’ in (5) represents the essential data

for tone polarity. As pointed out in §1, this set seems to display some kind
of polarity – Extra High and High on the stem triggers Low on the suffix,
and Low triggers Mid. TheMid tone on the stem triggers the same tone in
the suffix. Thus the irrealis suffix -lie /lie/ in (5a) alternates in tone between
Mid and Low, but displays a pattern which is different from (4). The
negation marker -mo and the prohibitive -hie are also suffixes of this
type, as is the progressive marker -tuo and the homophonous future
marker -tuo. The alternation is again seen at a lower tone level; this will
be discussed in §3.

(5)
z·−liè
zé−liè
z¡−li¡
zè−li¡

Quirky alternating suxes
‘to wrap-irr’
‘to pierce-irr’
‘to sell-irr’
‘to sleep-irr’

a. z·−hiè
zé−hiè
z¡−hi¡
zè−hi¡

‘to wrap-proh’
‘to pierce-proh’
‘to sell-proh’
‘to sleep-proh’

b.

The alternation in (5) is not restricted to the verb–suffix environment, but
can also be found in nominal suffixes. For example, the singular non-
female (default gender) definite marker -u shows the same pattern of alter-
nation, as shown in (6). In addition, the negation marker -mo, which also
displays ‘quirky’ tonal behaviour, can follow both verbals and nominals.

(6) Quirky alternating noun sux
sí−ù
k¡ví−ù
bÀ−À
miè−À

‘stick-sg.def’
‘good (N)-sg.def’
‘container-sg.def’
‘person-sg.def’

An inference that can be drawn from the datasets in (3)–(6) is that the non-
alternating suffixes in (3) are fully specified for tone, and are therefore
immune to tonal changes, regardless of the tone in the stem. On the
other hand, the two kinds of suffixes in (4) and (5) are underspecified for
some subtonal feature(s), and alternate based on the type of underspecifi-
cation they have, influenced by the tone in the stem. This forms the basis
of my argument for tone features.

3 Analysis

3.1 Representation

The data in the assimilating suffix set in (4) and the quirky alternating
suffix set in (5) shows complex tonal change patterns; the tone changes
are, however, systematic. In the assimilating suffix set, while there are
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cases of complete assimilation of tones, there are also cases in which the
phonetic height of the tones is incompletely assimilated.
To analyse the intricacies of the patterns, let us first break the two sets

down into smaller sets. The first two instances in the assimilation suffix
data in (4a) are repeated as (7a).

(7) z·−Zı
zé−Z5

‘to wrap-prog’
‘to pierce-prog’

a. z¡−Zı
zè−Z5

‘to sell-prog’
‘to sleep-prog’

b.

As noted in §2, there is an apparently complete assimilation of the tones
from the stem to the suffix: Extra High and High trigger the same tones
in the suffix.
The case is different in the other two examples from (4a), repeated in

(7b), where a Mid stem triggers an Extra High in the suffix, and Low
triggers a High. However, there is still a partial assimilation of phonetic
height – the higher tone in the stem triggers the higher tone in the
suffix, and the lower tone in the stem trigger the lower one in the suffix.
In both (7a) and (b), it can be observed that the tones in the resultant

suffix, although not identical, are consistently in the upper half of the
tonal spectrum. The inference is that the two higher tones of the language
have something in common. At the same time, the two higher stem tones in
(7a) and (7b) are related (since they trigger the same tone on the suffix), as
are the two lower suffix tones in the sets. This allows us to identify the fol-
lowing natural distinctions: (a) Extra High and High vs. Mid and Low,
and (b) Extra High and Mid vs. High and Low. In other words, each of
these pairs forms a natural class. As a result, representing the four tones
of the language as four individual indivisible atoms is inadequate. This
leads in turn to the need to decompose tones into smaller features, as has
been previously argued for four-way tonal systems by, for example, Yip
(1980), Clements (1983), Pulleyblank (1986) and Snider (1999)
For the purpose of this analysis, I propose the use of a tonal model in

which the register tier and the pitch/tone/melody tier (henceforth the
‘melody’ tier, in order to avoid confusion between the lexical tones and
the ‘tone’ tier) can interact with each other. A similar model can be
found in Hyman’s (1993) autosegmental representation of tones.
However, Hyman’s model is for a two-way tone system, and does not
involve the decomposition of tones into smaller features. In the model pro-
posed here, the TBU dominates the TONAL ROOT NODE (TRN), represented
as ., which in turn dominates and is associated to the TONAL NODE (TN),
represented as ◦. The TRN and the TN are then associated to the register
feature and the melody feature respectively. In the representation in (8),
the four tones of Tenyidie are raised and lowered versions of the melodies
H and L. H and L are subtonal features, not whole tones. Register H raises
the pitch, and register L lowers the pitch.
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Autosegmental representation of the four tones of Tenyidie
Extra High

s

(8)

H H

High
s

L H

Mid
s

H L

Low
s

L L

tonal root node (TRN)
tonal node (TN)

In (8), Extra High and High have a melody feature H each linked to the
TN (which forms the melody feature); this is the feature common to
both tones. They are distinguished by the different features linked to the
TRN. If the TRN is linked to another occurrence of H (the register
feature), this raises the H associated with the TN, forming an Extra
High tone. On the other hand, an L linked to the TRN lowers the H asso-
ciated with the TN, resulting in a High tone.
The crucial difference between my proposed representation and

Hyman’s is that, for Hyman, the tone/feature on the register node is not
an inherent property of the tone the TBU is associated to; rather, it is an
independent whole tone that plays a role only when it is in contact with
neighbouring tones. In my representation, however, the feature (rather
than the tone) on the register node is inherently a property of the tone.
The analysis of Mid and Low tones is similar, the difference being that

the TN is associated with an L. For Mid, the L is raised by the H asso-
ciated with the TRN; for Low, it is lowered by the L associated with
the TRN. We then have four distinct configurations for the four tones
in the language, using the traditional features of tone, H and L.
An important aspect of these configurations, following Hyman, is that

the projections of the nodes TRN and TN are on different planes, and
therefore the linear order of the tone features within a syllable (i.e.
within the TBU) does not play a role.

3.1.1 The representation of assimilating suffixes. Using the representations
proposed above, if we assume that an assimilating suffix is specified for the
TN but has no specification for the TRN, we can derive the observed alter-
nation as a spreading of the feature in the TRN from the stem to the suffix,
as for [zē-ʒӛ] in (9). Since the register and themelody are on different planes,
theH in the register of the stem syllable is free to spread onto the next empty
register node without crossing any association line.

(9) z¡
s

H L

Z@
s

H

+
z¡
s

H L

Zı
s

H

=
z¡
s

HL

Zı
s

H

£
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The process of spreading is the same for [zè-ʒə], where the TRN is L. This
spreads on to the same underspecified suffix, yielding a High tone, rather
than Extra High.

3.1.2 The representation of quirky alternating suffixes. The behaviour of
the quirky alternating suffixes in (5) is in some respects the reverse of that of
the assimilating suffixes in (4). In (5) the tone of the suffix is always in the
lower regions of the tonal domain – Mid and Low – regardless of the tone in
the stem. This provides further support for the proposed model, in which
the two lower tones form a natural class which excludes the two higher tones.
Using the representations proposed here, this pattern can be analysed as

a case of epenthesis-driven surface dissimilation. In (10a) (repeated from
(5a) above), the two higher tones trigger the lowest tone, Low, and in
(b), the two lower tones trigger a higher tone, Mid.

(10) z·−liè
zé−liè

‘to wrap-irr’
‘to pierce-irr’

a. z¡−li¡
zè−li¡

‘to sell-irr’
‘to sleep-irr’

b.

Like the assimilating suffix, the suffix here is unspecified for the TRN, but
it is specified as L for the TN, as is evident from the fact that the tone on
the suffix is always in the lower range of the spectrum.
This set behaves oddly in not having a straightforward operation to

explain the outcome. For the forms in (10b), we have the output structure
in (11a), where the empty TRN is associated to H.

(11) z¡
zè
s

H/L L

lie
lie
s

L

+ £

z¡
zè
s

H/L L

li¡
li¡
s

L H

s

H/L L

s

L

+ £ s

H/L L

s

H L

a.

b.

I propose that this epenthesis of H, and ultimately the polarity pattern, is
because of the OCP restriction between the TNs bearing the L feature.
This comes into play only when the stem is a Mid or a Low – one with
an L in the TN. In order to satisfy the OCP, we epenthesise a TN
bearing an H, as shown in (11b). The advantage of the representation pro-
posed here is that we can assume a constraint, OCP(◦–L), which prohibits
two adjacent TNs dominating Ls, and is satisfied by the insertion of a TN
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associated with H, which is linked to the unspecified TRN to give the
desired output. (A formal definition of OCP(◦–L) is given in (20)
below.) In a representation without nodes, a simple OCP(L) constraint
would force the insertion of just an H, which would then have to
somehow move to a different plane or tier altogether. The advantage of a
representation with nodes is that they always remain on their tiers; it is
only the associations that change. It is the OCP effect and the cross-
plane interaction which make this set ‘quirky’.
For the two cases in (10a), the OCP is not relevant, and the requirement to

fill the empty node is simply fulfilled by epenthesis of a default L, as in (12).

(12) z·
zé
s

H/L H

lie
lie
s

L

+ £

z·
zé
s

H/L H

liè
liè
s

L L

A question that arises is whether we are still dealing with polarity in this
case. On the surface, we are. In (11b) the epenthesised tone feature is H
in the suffix, a result of the OCP violation in the stem. In (12), the epenthe-
sised tone feature is L in the suffix, a default insertion, because the pres-
ence of H in the stem does not lead to an OCP violation. Therefore,
even in this case, H triggers an L, and L triggers an H – the standard
case of polarity. The difference from the usual case of polarity is that
this is subtonal: the polarity holds between tone features, not between
whole tones.
The case discussed above provides further evidence for the use of tone

features. Not only are there natural classes showing the subtonal divisions,
but the subtonal features, like any other features, are also involved in the
phonology, in this case by showing dissimilation amongst themselves.

3.2 OT implementation

In order to present the OT analysis of the data, I first look at the easier
pattern, the assimilating suffixes, which requires a smaller list of con-
straints. Building on this, I will then present the more complex data
with the quirky assimilating suffixes. Finally, I consider how the proposed
constraint ranking accounts for the non-alternating suffixes, to verify that
the OT grammar works well with all the data presented in this paper.

3.2.1 Analysis of the assimilating suffixes. I start by considering /zé-ʒə/→
[zé-ʒə] from the assimilating set in (7a). As we saw in (9), the suffix lacks a
TRN specification, and the unspecified node becomes associated to the
register feature from the previous syllable. This association is triggered by
the high-ranked constraint in (13), equivalent to Yip’s (2002) SPECIFY-T.
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(13) Spec(•)
Assign a violation for every TRN that is not specified with a tone
feature.

We also require the *NODESHARE constraint in (14), which specifies that a
tone feature associated to the TRN in one syllable should not be linked to a
TN from another syllable. As straightforward spreading of features
between planes or tiers is not found, this constraint is needed to prohibit
such interactions. The representations proposed in this paper allow inter-
action between features (or nodes) on the register and the melody tiers, as a
result of features being able to occur on more than one tier. Other
approaches have used separate features in each tier – for example, Yip
(1980) uses [±Upper] for register and [±high] for melody – meaning that
this interaction is not possible. The constraint in (14) dictates that when
a feature is specified, its function as either a melody or a register feature
must be retained. A register feature may therefore be shared between the
TRNs of two TBUs – as in the case of the assimilating suffixes in (9) –
and theoretically even between the TNs of two TBUs; however, it is
marked for a feature to be shared between the TN of one TBU and the
TRN of another.

(14)
Assign a violation for every tone feature in the output that
is shared between a TRN and a TN which is dominated by
another TRN.

*

T

*NodeShare

These constraints in (14) and (15) are more highly ranked than the faith-
fulness constraints DEP(H) and DEP(L), which prohibit the epenthesis of
the H and L features respectively, as well as *ASSOC, which is a faithfulness
constraint prohibiting any additional association lines. These constraints,
from Yip (2002), are formally defined in (15).

(15)
Assign a violation for every inserted H tone feature.
Dep(H)a.

Assign a violation for every new association line.
*Assocc.
Assign a violation for every inserted L tone feature.
Dep(L)b.

The evaluation for /zé-ʒə/ → [zé-ʒə] in (17) requires the ranking in (16).

(16) Spec(•), *NodeShare Ï Dep(H), Dep(L), *Assoc

The faithful candidate (a) has a fully specified stem and an underspecified
suffix, with the TN specified as H. The unspecified TRN in the suffix
needs to be specified, and (a) is therefore eliminated by SPEC(.). The
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need for specification triggers the association of the register feature of the
stem to the TRN of the suffix, as in (b). This association is better than the
epenthesis of a new feature, as in (c) and (d). The association of the melody
feature on the TN of the stem to the empty TRN of the suffix (e) is blocked
by *NODESHARE. Candidate (b) ultimately emerges as the winning
candidate.

(17)

™

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

*!

*!

Dep(H)Spec(•)

*!

*!

s

H

zé

L

s
Z@

H

s

H

zé

L

s
Z@

H

s

H

zé

L

s
Z5

H

s

H

zé

L

s
Z5

H L

s

H

zé

L

s
Z·

H H

s

L

zé

H

s
Z·

H

Dep(L)*NodeShare

*

*

*

*

*Assoc

Similar evaluations will generate the other forms in (4), where the tone
feature on the TRN of the stem is linked to the TRN of the underspecified
suffix, resulting in raising or lowering of the suffix, depending on the regis-
ter feature of the stem.

3.2.2 Analysis of the quirky alternating suffixes: default epenthesis. I now
turn to the more complex pattern found in the quirky alternating
suffixes in (10). I start by considering the instances in (10a), [zȅ-liè]
and [zé-liè], with the higher stem tones and a Low suffix tone, as in
(12). A new constraint is required here, one which prevents the associ-
ation of a tone feature to the TRN when the TRN dominates a TN
specified an L. In other words, this constraint, given in (18), says
‘don’t associate to a syllable with L specified to its TN’, and captures
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the observation that suffixes like -lie do not share tone features with the
stem.

(18)
Assign a violation for every TRN-linked tone feature
that is associated to another TRN dominating a TN
which in turn dominates an L.

*

T L

*T/TN–L

(18) is a language-specific constraint, and is a conjunction of a faithfulness
constraint, with regards to the association, and a markedness constraint,
with regards to the marked output structure.
The evaluation for /zé-lie/ → [zé-liè] is given in (19). As in (17), the

faithful candidate (a) has an underspecified suffix. Here, epenthesis of
the default feature L generates the winning candidate, (b), because associ-
ation of any feature from the stem to the suffix is not possible. This results
in the overall Low tone in the suffix. *T/TN–L is also high-ranked, along
with SPEC(.) and *NODESHARE. However, we need to tweak the ranking in
(19) by ranking DEP(H) above DEP(L), to reflect the default epenthesis of
the L feature.

(19)

™

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

*!

*

Dep(H)Spec(•)

*!

*!

*NodeShare

s

H

zé

L

s
lie

L

s

H

zé

L

s
lie

L

s

H

zé

L

s
liè

L

s

H

zé

L

s
li¡

L H

s

H

zé

L

s
liè

L

s

L

zé

H

s
li¡

L

Dep(L) *Assoc

*

*

*

*

L

*!

*T/TN–L
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The evaluation for /zȅ-lie/ → [zȅ-liè] works in exactly the same way, with
insertion of L in the underspecified suffix.
*T/TN–L differentiates the two kinds of suffixes on the basis of the

specified feature. For a suffix bearing an H on the TN, this constraint is
vacuously satisfied and therefore enables association, making it assimila-
tory, while, for a suffix bearing an L in the TN, it prevents association,
thereby eventually enabling epenthesis.

3.2.3 Analysis of the quirky alternating suffixes: the OCP. I now turn to
the central case of this research, where we formalise the OCP as a con-
straint explaining the polar tone output. The case in point is the set in
(10b), [zē-liē] and [zè-liē], where a Mid tone is found after the two lower
tones. Here we need a constraint that disallows the insertion of L,
instead inserting H, and thereby specifying the suffix as Mid. In order
to achieve this, we need a constraint that is ranked higher than DEP(H).
For this, we employ the OCP. If we assume a constraint OCP(◦–L),
which bars adjacent TNs associated with L (crucially not just a constraint
OCP(L)), the insertion of a TN bearing an H (as in (11b) above) generates
the desired output. The OCP constraint is given in (20).

(20)
Assign a violation for every two adjacent TNs which both
dominate an L.OCP(

L
)

OCP(°–L)

A related constraint, OCP(◦–H), is also assumed, but is much lower-
ranked in the language, and is therefore not included in the tableaux.
The constraint in (20) forms the crux of the investigation here. I use

the OCP to explain the tone polarity pattern involving the insertion
of (◦–H), thereby showing why an H is found in the presence of the
polar environment L. In so doing, I avoid the use of all-powerful con-
straints such as POLAR (Cahill 2004) (discussed in §4.3) to produce the
pattern.
This constraint is paired with the lower-ranked constraint DEP(◦), which

assigns violations for instances of epenthesis to the TN (◦).
At this point, we can generalise SPEC(.) so that it holds not just for the

TRN but also for the TN, as in (21).

(21) Spec(•/°)
Assign a violation for every unspecified node.

This constraint also prevents the insertion of any node which does not have
a tone feature specified to it.
The evaluation for /zè-lie/→ [zè-liē] is presented in (22). In this case, the

faithful candidate violates a second high-ranked constraint, OCP(◦–L), and a
TN associated with H has to be inserted to avoid violating it. This H is
linked to the empty node, thereby resulting in the suffix tone being a fully
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specified Mid. In the tableau, (c), which does not violate the OCP, is the
winning candidate.

(22)

™

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

*!

*

*

Dep

(H)
Spec

(•/°)

*!

*!

*!

*!*

*!

*! *!

s

L

zè

L

s
lie

L

s

L

zè

L

s
lie

L

s

L

zè

L

s
li¡

H

s

L

zè

L

li¡

H L

s

L

zè

L

s
liè

L

Dep

(L)
*Assoc

*

*

*

*

*

*

L

*

*

*

s

li¡

H L

s

L

s

L

zè

L

s
liè

LL

s

L

zè

L

s
liè

L

s

L

zè

L

s
liè

L

s

L

zè

L

*!

*Float

*!

*

*

*

Dep

(°)
*Node

Share

*T/

TN–L

OCP

(°–L)

A potential candidate not included in (22) involves the epenthesis of just
(◦) instead of (◦–H). This avoids violating OCP(◦–L), but the candidate
would be immediately rejected as an optimal candidate because it violates
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the highest-ranking constraint, SPEC(./◦), as it is not specified for any tone
feature. Epenthesis of just (◦–H) without adding association lines, as in
candidate (d) (which, like (c), does not violate OCP(◦–L)), violates
*FLOAT, defined in (23). This constraint is high-ranked, but is lower
than SPEC(./◦) and OCP(◦–L).

(23) *Float

Assign a violation for every floating feature.

3.2.4 OT analysis for non-alternating suffixes. Finally, I consider the first
dataset, the non-alternating suffixes (3), which involve no tonal changes. I
assume that these suffixes are fully specified for tone, and so their tones do
not change. The question then arises as to how the OCP behaves in this
case. Given the constraint ranking, OCP(◦–L) is satisfied in the same
way as in (23), by inserting (◦–H), as in candidate (24c). However, in
this case there are no unspecified nodes available in the suffix for the
epenthesised segment to associate to. It remains floating, without
causing any phonetic change to the suffix.
The faithful candidate, (a), violates OCP(◦–L), with both syllables

having an L associated with the TN. Repairing the OCP by inserting
just the TN, as in (b), violates the constraint demanding specification of
the TN. Candidate (c) satisfies OCP(◦–L) by inserting a TN associated
with an H, creating a floating node which is not associated to any syllable;
the phonetic output tone is not affected.

(24)

™

a.

b.

c.

*!

Dep

(H)
Spec

(•/°)

*!

s

L

zè

L

s
tHà

L

s

L

zè

L

s
tHà

L

Dep

(L)
*Assoc

*

*Float

*

*

*

Dep

(°)

L

L

s

L

zè

L

s
tHà

L L

s

L

zè

L

s
tHà

L LH

*Node

Share

*T/

TN

–L

OCP

(°–L)
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4 Comparison with other approaches

4.1 Representations with features only

The tone features of Yip (1980) and Pulleyblank (1986) can be applied to
Tenyidie by first dividing the four tones into two registers consisting of the
higher two tones and the lower two tones respectively, using the feature
[±Upper]. Each register is then further subdivided by the feature
[±high], the melody (or the pitch/tone) feature. As shown in Table I,
this provides a representation which correctly characterises for the
natural classes identified above.

Using this representation, one can account for the assimilating suffixes
with a rule spreading of the melody feature, as in (25).

(25)

£

Spreading of [±high] in assimilating suxes

/ [ahigh]_1
+Upper +Upper +Upper +Upper 

ahigh

However, the quirky alternating suffixes prove difficult, as we would have
to resort to the use of an alpha rule comparing values across different fea-
tures, as in Gregersen (1974), where the value of the register is flipped and
applied to the melody, giving (26).

£1
–Upper –Upper –Upper –Upper 

ahigh / [ aUpper]_

(26) Cross−feature polarity in quirky alternating suxes

®

As we have seen, the formulation in (26) entails that polarity is a phono-
logical process in itself. It employs a powerful mechanism where polarity
is seen as a does-it-all tool to derive the end product. The alpha notation
can be used for any number of combinations between any two unrelated
features in the system in the formulation of a rule. This makes the rule
too powerful, and the notation has been frowned upon in recent literature.

Table I
Tonal decomposition (Yip 1980).

register

+Upper
Extra High

melody

+high

®Upper

®high High

Mid+high

®high Low
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4.2 Autosegmental representation without nodes

If the tones in Tenyidie were to be represented without nodes, they would
look like the autosegmental representations of Clements (1983). In such a
model, the four tones have the representations in (27).

Representation of tones without nodes
Extra High

(27)
High Mid Low

s

H

H

s

L

H

s

H

L

s

L

L

The underspecified suffixes are represented as syllables consisting of a
single feature, as in (28).

Underspecified suxes
Assimilating sux

(28)

s

1

H

a. Quirky alternating sux
s

1

L

b.

The analysis of assimilating suffixes is similar even in this case, with the
feature of the stem spreading to replace the unspecified feature in the
assimilating suffix, as in (29a) for /zè-ʒə/ → [zè-ʒə].

(29) zè
s

L

L

Z@
s

H

a. zè
s

L

L

lie
s

H

b.

L

The analysis of the quirky alternating suffix, on the other hand, is more
complicated. Given OCP(L), epenthesis of H will take place on the regis-
ter tier, as shown in (29b) for /zè-lie/ → [zè-liē]. The epenthesised H is
moved down to the melody tier, which is realised in the suffix, giving
[liē], with a Mid tone. This, however, presents a problem, in that it
allows a feature to change its affiliation from one tier to another.
Although the use of nodes, as in this paper, adds more machinery to
the representation and therefore makes the model more powerful, it
avoids the problem of features switching tiers, as the features are asso-
ciated to fixed nodes.
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Another disadvantage of the analysis without nodes is that it requires a
two-step process. The first process is the default or OCP-triggered epen-
thesis, depending on the context. The second step, as in (29b), is the
relocation of the epenthesised H. Such an analysis has also been proposed
in Stratal Phonology and Stratal OT (Kiparsky 2000, Bermúdez-Otero
2018). However, there is no other morphological evidence in Tenyidie to
suggest that the use of strata is needed.

4.3 Non-phonological morphological alternations

An alternative way of looking at the polarity pattern could be that the tone
alternation is just a case of special allomorphs being sensitive to the class of
the stems. However, there is no evidence for the presence of classes in
Tenyidie suffixes, and suffixes can be stacked up to show that the tonal
pattern observed is purely phonological in nature. This is shown in §6.
The tone polarity analyses of Cahill (2004) and Hantgan (2009) depend

on the constraint POLAR, which is defined very specifically on the plural
morpheme. Cahill’s definition is: ‘in a Noun Class 1 plural, the last tone
of the plural is opposite in value to the immediately preceding tone’.
The Agreement by Correspondence analysis of tone polarity in Shih &
Inkelas (2019) also depends on a morpheme-specific constraint, [αT]
[αT]-EDGE (Pl) (where ‘Pl’= ‘plural’), which prohibits correspondence
across a plural morpheme boundary. Related to these analyses are
approaches in which polarity can be accounted for in terms of cophonolo-
gies (Orgun 1996, Anttila 2002, Inkelas & Zoll 2007) or indexed con-
straints in Morpheme-Specific Phonology (Pater 2007).
The advantage of my approach to tone polarity over the above-

mentioned approaches is that, with the help of the tonal representation,
the phenomenon can be analysed as purely phonological.

5 Polarity as an epiphenomenon

I have shown that the tone polarity observed in Tenyidie is actually an
epiphenonemon, a reflex of OCP-driven epenthesis. The claim in this
paper is that polarity in Tenyidie is merely a surface phenomenon, and
that a linguistic mechanism of polarity triggering opposite values of
adjacent elements is not necessary. This analysis is thus more economical.
In addition, treating polarity as a reflex rather than a mechanism is prefer-
able because the phenomenon is analysable on purely phonological terms,
and there is no need to make reference to the morphology of the constitu-
ents. The Tenyidie case thus contributes to a body of evidence showing
thatmany apparent cases of polarity are in fact best analysed by othermeans.
The debate on the existence of ‘true polarity’ (i.e. polarity as a mechan-

ism) began with Kenstowicz et al. (1988), where tone polarity was analysed
as a reflex of the OCP. The absence, or at least the rarity, of true polarity in
the world’s languages raises doubts about the need for such a phenomenon
(Trommer 2007, Bye 2010, de Lacy 2012). The use of alpha notation is
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considered too ‘powerful’ in de Lacy (2012). In the context of Tenyidie
tone, the use of this notation can also be seen as too powerful, as this
would imply that that features in different tiers can polarise each other,
or as shown in §4.1, that polarity is found across features. A grammatical
model of this sort would have wider undesirable consequences, such as
predicting that any two different features could interact: for example
[+fricative] might trigger [―voice], or vice versa. This would be too power-
ful, and also arbitrary, on the assumption that feature values are only con-
ventions based on the names chosen for the feature – for instance, [–voice]
could well have been [+voiceless]. The debate on phenomenon vs. epiphe-
nomenon continues in morphophonological studies, with DiCanio et al.
(2020) arguing for an exchange rule (non-tonal) in Itunyoso Triqui, a
claim which is countered by de Lacy (2020).
Mòoré, the classic case of tone polarity as an epiphenomenon (see the

data in (1) above), was analysed with the use of a Meeussen’s Rule type
of dissimilation, where HH → HL, on the assumption that all suffixes
were specified as underlyingly H. As a result, we find the sequence LH
by default when the stem is L, but HL when the stem is H, resulting in
surface tone polarity. Here, polarity is a result of the OCP changing an
underlyingly given structure. Tenyidie is slightly different, since we
have assumed that the suffix is underspecified. In this case, surface polarity
arises because of the epenthesis of the polar feature as a result of the OCP,
filling up an underlyingly unspecified unit. This is akin to Anttila &
Bodomo’s (2000) analysis of Dagaare, which has a similar polarity
pattern to Mòoré. In their analysis, LH is the result of an L stem and a
tonally unspecified suffix, with default epenthesis of H, while HL is the
result of an H stem and a tonally unspecified suffix, with epenthesis of a
non-default L as a consequence of an OCP(H) violation.

6 Stacking suffixes

The proposed representation also makes predictions as to how tones will
change when suffixes are stacked, and these predictions are correctly
borne out. (30) gives the derivation of a form containing the perfective
-ta, an assimilating suffix, and two occurrences of the irrealis -lie, a
quirky alternating suffix.

(30)

lè
s

LL

tá
s

H

liè
s

L
(default)

L H

li¡
s

L

lè
go.down

‘Get gone down!’ta
pfv

lie
irr

lie
irr

£lè−tá−liè−li¡
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Only the stem is fully specified; the TRNs of the three suffixes are unspe-
cified. All the suffixes behave individually as they do when they are in a
stem–suffix pair. The spreading of the register tone is seen in the suffix
-ta, the default insertion of L in the first -lie, and the insertion of the
TN with an H in the last suffix.
The language allows for the suffixes in (30) to be rearranged as /lè-lie-ta-

lie/, as in (31), with a slight change in meaning. In this construction, tonal
change in the suffixes is again based only on the tone of the immediately
preceding syllable, showing that the tonal change is purely phonological.

(31)

lè
s

L L

t’
s

H

liè
s

L H

li¡
s

L

lè
go.down

ta
pfv

lie
irr

lie
irr

£lè−li¡−t’−liè    ‘Get gone down!’

L
(default)

Here OCP(◦–L) applies between the stem and the first suffix, hence the
insertion of the TN associated with H. This forms the register feature of
the first suffix. The second suffix, -ta, an assimilating suffix, borrows the
register feature of the first suffix by spreading of H. The third suffix pro-
hibits spreading, and the OCP is not applicable here, so that we find
default L-insertion.
Changing only the stem melody tone in (31) from Low in /lè/ to Extra

High in /lȅ/ produces a different sequence of tones in the suffixes, as
there is now no OCP-triggered H, rather default L epenthesis. This is
demonstrated in (32).

(32)

l·
s

H H

tá
s

liè
s

L H

s

L

l·
slice

‘Get slicing!’ta
pfv

lie
irr

lie
irr

£l·−liè−tá−liè

L
(default)

liè

L
(default)

The examples in (33) show sequences of all the three kinds of suffix. The
non-alternating (fully specified) suffix immediately follows the stem,
and acts as the trigger for the rest of the suffixes, blocking the stems.
This is followed by an assimilating suffix and finally a quirky alternating
suffix.
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(33)

s·
s

H H

bá
s

tiò
s

H H

s

L

s·
use

‘will have been using’ba
prog

S5
pfv

tio
fut

£s·−S5−bá−tiò

L
(default)

S5

L

a.

lé
think

‘will have been thinking’ba
prog

S5
pfv

tio
fut

£lé−S5−bá−tiòb.

p¡d¿
blame

‘will have been blaming’ba
prog

S5
pfv

tio
fut

£p¡d¿−S5−bá−tiòc.

<6
give

‘will have been giving’ba
prog

S5
pfv

tio
fut

£<6−S5−bá−tiòd.

The stacking data here also proves problematic for the analysis of polarity
with morpheme-specific constraints. Such approaches are myopic with
respect to the data here, as they only see one suffix after the stem. The
Tenyidie data shows that tone polarity is iterative, and not necessarily
dependent on the stem only.

7 Conclusion

Tenyidie has four lexical tones, which can be represented distinctively
using only two tone features, H and L, in a recursive autosegmental
representation with a division between register and melody. The need
for such a representation has been put forward in this paper, as opposed
to using four independent individual features for each of the four tones.
Tenyidie has, broadly speaking, two kinds of suffixes. One kind of

suffix, the non-alternating suffix, comes with its tone features specified,
and displays no tonal changes on the surface. For the other kind, melody
features are specified and register features are unspecified. Based on the
tonal changes which these underspecified suffixes undergo, they can be
further divided into two. Underspecified suffixes bearing an H in the
melody simply borrow the register from the stem by spreading; these are
the assimilating suffixes. The other kind, the quirky alternating suffixes,
have an L in the melody. This set shows some kind of polarity, and there-
fore provides the core data for this paper. The data presented here adds
further evidence for the analysis of tone polarity, in particular for analysing
polarity in linguistics as being an epiphenomenon of the OCP, as suggested
in previous work (Kenstowicz et al. 1988, Anttila & Bodomo 2000). At the
same time, this paper has also provided data showing a new kind of tone
polarity, subtonal polarity. The data also shows that tone polarity is not
confined to languages with two or three tones.
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Using evidence from Seenku, McPherson (2010) makes the claim that
tone features should be preferred to tone primitives, against Hyman
(2010) and Clements et al. (2010). This paper provides further evidence
for tone features by showing that there are clear natural classes of tones
supported by the data. The Tenyidie data also shows that these tone fea-
tures drive processes of dissimilation patterns in the tone system.
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